Development and first patient trial of a surgical robot for complex trajectory milling.
Today's surgical robots normally perform "simple" trajectories, e.g., assisting as tool-holding devices in neurosurgery, or milling linear paths for cavities in total hip replacement. From a clinical point of view, it is still a complex undertaking to implement robots in the operating room. Until now, robot systems have not been used in patient trials to mill "complex" trajectories, which involve many positional and orientation changes and are often necessary in cranio-maxillofacial (CMF) surgery. This paper presents the RobaCKa surgical robot system, which allows more precise execution of surgical interventions and milling of "complex" trajectories. The main components of the RobaCKa system are a (former) CASPAR robot system, a POLARIS system, and a force-torque sensor. In the first patient trial (April 2003) the planned trajectory was executed with an error of 0.66 +/- 0.2 mm. The use of former industrial robots for surgical applications is possible but complex. The advantages are improved precision and quality and the possibility of documentation. The use of such systems is normally limited to research institutions or large clinics, because it is hardly possible to implement the necessary technical and logistic efforts in routine surgical work.